SINGLETARY ROD & GUN CLUB
RIFLE RANGE RULES
Revised Nov. 2013
1. You must sign in and out, indicate the caliber of weapon you are using and
the number of rounds fired while at the range. The sign –in book is under
the canopy and if you have a guest, you must sign them in too.
2. Members are allowed one guest with one member Members are
responsible for the actions of their guest, both shooting and non-shooting.
3. NO firing at the range until 8 A.M. on weekdays, 1 P.M. on Sundays unless
there are approved shoots. Shooting ends at sunset.
4. NO firing on Christmas Day. On other holidays firing is allowed as above.
5. Absolutely NO DRUGS OR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES before or during
shooting at the range.
6. All firing will take place from one common firing line. The line is painted on
the blacktop.
7. All firing will be directed down range in a safe and proper angle. Keep gun
barrels pointed down range.
8. Keep actions open, no ammo in weapons and DO NOT HANDLE WEAPONS
when anyone is down range.
9. Firing at movable (not firm) targets, is permitted beyond 25 yards.
10.CEASE FIRE if anyone is observed forward of the firing line or if unsafe
conditions exist. Be sure to check with all shooters before going down
range to check or set up targets.
11.NO fully automatic firing or mechanical devices allowed at the range.
12.Black Powder or Black Powder substitute containers must remain closed
when not in use. NO SMOKING while using or within ten (10) feet of
anyone using Black Powder or Black Powder substitutes.
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13. NO explosive, incendiary , tracer ammo or home firing devices (potato
guns) allowed at the range.
14.NO Hand gun ammo firing at metal targets less than twenty-five (25) yards.
NO full metal jacket rifle ammo firing at metal targets less than one
hundred (100) yards.
15.If any live rounds are miss-fired, found or are unusable, please put them in
the metal orange box marked “LIVE AMMO”.
16.NO shooting at Singletary Rod & Gun Club property, such as: range
markers, signs or tables. These actions can result in expulsion from the
club.
17.NO gun handling at or in the Club House, NO loaded firearms allowed in the
building and all handguns MUST be holstered.
18.NO trespassing on the range except for target set up and inspection.
19.OBEY all commands of the Range Officer in charge.
20. Each member is responsible for policing after themselves (targets, boxes,
frames and brass). Help to keep your Club clean by removing litter that a
forgetful shooter may have left.
21.Pick up all empty or live cartridges (this includes 22 cal). Failure to do so
will result in loss of Club privileges.
22.Ask unknown members for proof of membership. Protect your investment.
23.You must have your Club button visible and membership card with you for
proof of membership if any member asks to see them.
24.The Club is not responsible for injuries or property damage due to the use
of the Rifle Range.
25.All violations not amicably resolved at the range, should be referred to by
members club number, name and/or license plate number to the Board of
Directors for disposition. This also includes non-members.
26.Any member denied use of the range, or experiencing displeasure at the
range, is invited to make his/her feeling know to the Board of Directors.
27.NO firing at targets beyond the second berm and NO firing randomly at
the hill.
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28.The Board of Directors can announce temporary closing of the range at any
time.
29. EYE and EAR protection are required and mandatory at the range.
30. All targets must be elevated and be a minimum of twenty-five (25) feet
from the firing line.
31. NO ground targets.
32. Please observe all rules and regulations. Have a SAFE and enjoyable time
while at the range.
33. NO 50 cal. B.M.G. firing at the range.
34. Range is for members and there guest only.
35. Anyone not following the range rules could be suspended or expelled from
the club.

HELP KEEP YOUR RANGE CLEAN AND
SAFE
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